
What is your plan for 2018?

The Word of the Year: Prevention
I'm sure you are already thinking about your New Year's resolution. This is the
time when commitments and change have a real boost because you feel as
though everyone is undertaking the same endeavors at the same time.

This year it is important to begin creating prevention. Prevention is simply
correcting a disease process before it creates damage. If you focus this year on
the concept of prevention, you will end 2018 in a completely different place in your
life.

Where to begin? Look for the Why!

Knowing what needs
to change

This is the first thing.
Follow these steps to create

your Pattern list.
1) Write down your illness history. This
includes any diseases, infections, illnesses
or periods of time with mystery symptoms.

2) Collect and organize all your tests that
you have had - blood tests, scans,
mammograms, thermography, everything!
Then sit down and look at how things have
changed over time. Don't just rely on your
physician to tell you, look yourself.
Frequently tests will show dramatic change
over time, even if your results are still in
range. That's a big change for you!

3) Write down the most stressful things
that have happened to you in your life,
emotional events, injuries, losses,
accidents. Write down how they made you
feel and when exactly they happened.

Want some help with this?

The purpose of a Holistic
Assessment is to establish a plan

for you.

Learn About Holistic
Assessments

https://www.consciousbodynatmed.com/naturopathic-medicine-with-dr-karen-clickner


4) Write down any diagnoses that you
have received at any point in your life and
the treatment that was prescribed.

5) Write down all the supplements, herbs,
remedies and prescriptions that you are
taking and why.

Now lay everything out and look for
patterns. Did anything begin at the same
time as a loss or extreme stress? Have you
recovered fully from every illness or did it
drag on? Do you notice that there are
multiple challenges within the same body
system?

Create a list of the
patterns that you notice.
This can even be a chart,
a drawing or an actual list.

You are trying to find out
Why.

Why is the most important way to trace the
development and extent of an illness.
When you understand why you have
particular symptoms and why they
developed, you understand the
weaknesses and tendencies that your
body has.

The only way to truly resolve symptoms is
to find and treat the Why. Without that,
you leave aspects of the illness embedded
in your body which will appear down the
road.

Get a Complete Picture
with Thermography

Create a list of five
current symptoms that

you would like to
change.

You may think this has to do with your
"illness" or diagnosis, but the truth is that
putting a label on something doesn't help
solve the "why". It is more important to
simply identify the body system in which
the symptoms occur.

1) Make a list of the symptoms that you
have experienced on a regular basis or
that are a chronic concern. Be sure to
write down when they started, how often
they occur and how severe are they.

2) Do you notice that this is similar to your
pattern list? Is there a body system that
not only has current symptoms, but also
has had symptoms in the past?

3) Is there a particular body system that is
common to your symptoms?

4) Be sure to identify symptoms that are
being suppressed by medication such as
acid reflux, high blood pressure or
headaches. Just because you are taking
something doesn't mean the condition is
resolved. It simply blocks or suppresses
the expression of the condition.

Pharmaceuticals do not treat

https://www.consciousbodynatmed.com/european-regulation-thermography


illness, they simply suppress
symptoms while the condition

remains.

Evaluate the Status Quo
Now that you have your priority list or
the results from your Holistic
Assessment, you need to look at the
basics first:

1) Begin with your diet. You MUST start
with what you eat. This includes how often
you eat, how quickly you eat and
understanding that you need all
micronutrients including minerals, vitamins,
enzymes, proteins, essential fats and
complex carbohydrates. Balance your diet
so that you are getting equal amounts of
your macronutrients like protein, essential
fat and complex carbohydrates and
choose foods that are packed with
micronutrients.

2) Are there any foods that bother you
when you eat them? Are there any foods
that make you sleepy, upset your stomach,
cause bloating or give you a headache?
You need to make a list of these and avoid
them completely!

3) How much movement are you getting?
Simple movement such as yoga, walking,
stretching provide essential pumping
action to lymph and body fluids which help
to clear congestion from the body and help
to detoxify waste materials from the
tissues.

4) How much water are you drinking? We
are not talking about tea, coffee, juice or
anything except water. Water is processed
differently from foods or food suspended
in fluid. Water flushes the body tissues,
hydrates your skin, eyes and mucous
membranes, keeps your blood pressure
stable and prevents hardening of joints.

5) How well do you sleep? Are you getting
at least 6-7 hours of uninterrupted restful
sleep? If you aren't, then nothing will get
better. Healing, replenishing your enzymes
and hormones, resetting your nervous
system all happen while you are sleeping.
If your sleep is disturbed or simply
superficial, then you will wake feeling tired.
How can you do anything with that?

6) What stresses do you anticipate during
this year?

Create a list of five
habits that you will

change.
Don't try to overreach. Look at your list of
Status Quo items that are a problem and
think of just one solution for each one.
Perhaps you need to eat more frequently,



See How We Can Help You
With Your Diet and Weight

Loss

smaller meals, drink 1 liter of water before
you leave the house in the morning,
schedule a walking time every day that is
undisturbed.

In order to achieve change, you
have to make it your new habit.

Opening the Pathways
We offer an incredible 30 day program for
clearing all of the pathways of elimination
so that the body has no problems
releasing and eliminating wastes and
toxins.

Call us to order your 30 day Starter
Program today!

(617) 505-3585

Need a Good Diet to
Begin?

Have you already tried to change the
status quo, but your symptoms remain,
or have worsened?

Then call us for a Holistic Assessment
so we can help you get on the right
track.

(617) 505-3585

Now Put a Plan
Together

Now take all your
information and really sit
down and look at it:
1) Create a list of every body system and
place a point under each system that
appears anywhere in your lists or in your
history.

2) Have you ever done a cleanse? Do any
of your pathways of elimination appear
blocked - constipation, urinary tract issues,
breathing difficulties, no period, swelling or
edema? Before addressing the system
directly, you would do well to clear the
pathways first!

3) Consider your 5 habits list. Is this
enough? Can you make any other
changes without feeling overwhelmed?

4) Now take your highest scoring systems
and look at the options below. What
therapy will address that system? You may
want to consider Bodywork, Chiropractic,
Hypnotherapy, Acupuncture or Talk
Therapy. We can refer you to some very
good people!

https://www.consciousbodynatmed.com/naturopathic-medicine-with-dr-kristen-poe
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Therapies
You May Need

The purpose of therapies is to jump
start change, clear out stagnant and
stubborn areas of the body and to
stimulate your body's own functions
that may be sluggish or non-existent!

Start with Lymph Drainage
There is no better way to begin to
move stagnant body fluid and create
new pathways for cells and immunity.
Voted in Europe as the best therapy
for overall health.

Restore Bowel Health with
Colonics

Chronic constipation is no joke. The
link between colon cancer and
serious intestinal illness as the result
of unresolved constipation is
clinically shown. Don't be a statistic.
Begin the change nowl

Take Out the Garbage with
Detox

Going through a comprehensive and
guided detox program is essential to
unburdening your body systems.
Often symptoms are simply systems
that cannot manage everything.

Begin By Opening
Your Detox Pathways

Medicinal Remedies
From Nature

When there is dysregulation in the
body, organs and glands that are in
distress, sleepless nights and
narcoleptic days, then boosting your
body's biochemistry is the answer.

Even when nutritional deficiency is a
key factor, you may still need organic
nutrition in a concentrated form in
order to avoid eating a truckload of
beets.

Want to Just Begin With
Some Basics?

There are a few remedies that create
incredible overall change. This is the
basic protocol we recommend for
everyone beginning a healthy path:

Symplex M or F - glandular support

Catalyn - whole food daily complex

SP Green Food - raw organic greens

Cod Liver Oil - best essential fat

Trace Minerals B12 - food minerals
with naturally-occurring B12

Catazyme U - systemic enzymes for
all body functions

Vital Life Force Powder -
comprehensive Canadian formula

Immuplex - whole food immune
system support and modulation

Track the Changes
As you progress through this plan things
will change. It is very important for you to
track this progress as it helps to identify

https://www.consciousbodynatmed.com/lymph-drainage
https://www.consciousbodynatmed.com/colonic-therapy
https://www.consciousbodynatmed.com/colonic-therapy
https://www.immunityreimagined.com/immunity-solutions


Download a Food Log to
Use

Now that I'm healthy,
I'll never be sick!

Actually illness is the sign that your body is
using its resources to handle and resolve
something. This is what Prevention is all
about. So a truly healthy body is one that
mounts a defensive reaction and resolves
something easily, naturally and quickly.

If you did not clear your symptoms
then you may need more intensive
treatment including natural
medicinals.

deeper issues, unresolved problems and
the Why!

Finding the Why:

1) Keep a weekly or sometimes daily log of
what you are eating, changes you make,
symptoms you notice. This is especially
important to look at over time for patterns.

2) When you notice a symptom, make a
note if it is a new symptom you've never
had, is this a symptom you had in the past
but haven't had in a while (retracing) or is
this a recent symptom that continues.

3) Make a note of how severe the
symptom is, when it appears and when it
goes away. Is it related at all to a food,
therapy or remedy that you are doing?
This can tell us what body system is
changing.

4) Once symptoms are lessened or
completely resolved, you can review your
log to determine which body systems
expressed the most discomfort with the
process. These would be the next focus
for your healing attention.

5) Did any of your symptoms during this
period remind you of an illness, experience
or injury you had in the past? If so, then it
may not have fully resolved. This would
indicate the need for a current treatment
for this historical issue. Once completed
then it would allow you to fully unburden
your body from the unresolved illness. 

Curious about the background of this newsletter?
This is what our Heart Sound Recorder Testing looks like!

Sign up for yours today.

Call us anytime for advice and appointments
(617) 505-3585

or send us an email inquiry
STAY CONNECTED THROUGH OUR WEBSITE AT
www.consciousbodynatmed.com
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